Aliette DelPozo Rodz Comments on Concerns over Courts’ Long-Term Adoption of Zoom
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In an article published in the Daily Business Review, local litigators acknowledge the benefit of using Zoom to facilitate their work and discuss the elements that are lost while holding trial via the platform. Some attorneys are opting to postpone their jury trials, stating that the surprise and drama inside a courtroom are critical to courtroom litigation; while others worry the camaraderie between attorneys is lost when conducting their work virtually.

Miami partner Aliette DelPozo Rodz shared her concerns about the security of information over remote communications and the possibility of revealing documentation that could jeopardize confidential conversations. She suggests linking your documents to your desktop to avoid this mistake.

“Have your documents properly earmarked so you're not going into your own database because otherwise, you would be showing your database to the people that are on your Zoom hearing. You have attorney-client privileges. It is prudent to make sure,” states Aliette.

Click here to read more.
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